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are weak & sensible of our weakness. Henceforward the motives
will become feebler, and the difficulties greater, It is a miracle
that we were now here exercising our tranquil & free delibera-
tions on the subject. It would be madness to trust to future
miracles."
Pierce of Georgia said that though he was from a small state,
he felt himself a citizen of the United States. Gerry lamented
that instead of coming here like a band of brothers, belonging to
the same family., we seemed to have brought with us the spirit
of political negotiators.1*
But in the following votes the four states of Connecticut, New
York, New Jersey, and Delaware, with Maryland divided, steadily
opposed proportional representation in the first branch of the
national legislature. The motion was carried against them.
The debate then moved on to the right of suffrage in the
Senate. Ellsworth doubted that any state north of Pennsylvania,
except Massachusetts, would consent to a plan which deprived
the states as states of equal representation in both branches. An
attempt to deprive the Northern states of their right would, he
supposed, cut the union in two. Wilson on the 80th replied that
if the minority of the people of American refused to "coalesce
with the majority on just and proper principles, if a separation
must take place, it could never happen on better grounds. . . .
Can we forget for whom we are forming a Government? Is it
for men, or for the imaginary beings called States?*
Madison at last spoke out on a matter which had not yet been
clearly brought into the open. The great division of interests in
the United States, he said, did not lie between the large and
small states but between the Southern and Northern: between
those which had or did not have slaves. He had thought of a
compromise that might be suitable to both groups. Instead of
basing the vote in both branches on the number of the inhabitants
in each state, computing the slaves in the ratio of five to three,
the states might be represented in one branch by the number of
free inhabitants only and in the other by the whole number,
counting the slaves as if free. "By this arrangement the Southern
States would have the advantage in one House, and the Northern
in the other."
Franklin proposed still another compromise* ""The diversity of
opinions," he said, "turns on two points. If a proportional repre-

